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What is CASP?
CASP, Critical Assessment of Techniques  for Protein Structure 
Prediction, is an experiment that involves determining protein 
structure given an amino acid sequence using computational 
methods.  The goal of this experiment is "to obtain an in-depth and 
objective assessment of our current abilities and inabilities in the
area of protein structure prediction” (CASP6 web page, 
http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/casp6/Casp6.html). During the 
months of May through August, different amino acid sequences 
('targets') are released on the CASP website weekly.  CASP 
participants must meet the given target deadline to submit their
protein structure.  Sometime after the target deadline, the actual
protein structure (determined by experimental methods, i.e. NMR,
x-ray crystallography) is released to the public.  At the end of the
year, a conference is held to assess the results of the participants.
This year the conference will be held at Gaeta, Italy from 
December 4-8.

How is protein structure predicted?
� Comparative modeling : making predicted structures using existing proteins with known 
structures containing >30% sequence similarity

� Fold-recognition : making  predicted structure using the backbones of existing proteins 
with known structures; >30% sequence similarity is not necessary

� New-fold : making different possible structures and choosing the most ‘protein-like’;
used when no similar known proteins are found

We used the SAM-t2k, SAM-t04 and the Undertaker program for the CAPS6 experiment.
SAM-t2k and SAM-t04 (Sequence Alignment Modeling System) helps us determine which of 
the above three methods to use.  SAM makes use of neural nets and hidden Markov 
models to pick out known proteins that may be the most similar to the target.  The 
Undertaker program builds the predicted structure through burial and fragment packing.
Fragment packing makes a structure by replacing part of the protein backbone with the 
backbone of an existing protein structure found in the Protein Data Bank.

Abstract
We participated in the CASP6 protein structure 
prediction experiment.  I was involved in targets T0239 
and T0226.  In order to solve the structure of a protein 
given it’s amino acid sequence, we used three different 
methods depending on the clues we can find.  We used 
the SAM server to help find the clues and the 
Undertaker program to build a predicted protein 
structure.  We have yet to determine the outcome of the 
experiment as the conference to assess our results takes 
place in December.
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Model 25 of target T0226 using new-fold Model 7 of target T0239 using fold-recognition

For more information:

Slides about SAM and Undertaker : http://www.soe.ucsc.edu/~karplus/papers/sam-undertaker.pdf

SAM website : http://www.soe.ucsc.edu/research/compbio/sam.html

CASP6 website : http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/casp6/Casp6.html


